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ABSTRACT – Personal ornaments are often used to display information about the person wearing
them – identity, group or individual, status, current role. In this paper, I analyse ornaments from
osseous raw materials from Early and Middle Neolithic sites in Serbia. The exotic origin and labour
and skill invested in their production may have conferred value on them or added to it and their animal origin was considered of special significance. Specific forms conveyed information on status
and/or social identity (membership of kin or social group, etc.) and their white colour probably had
more than mere aesthetic significance.
IZVLE∞EK – Nakit pogosto slu∫i kot podajalec informacij o osebi, ki ga nosi – ka∫e na identiteto, skupinsko ali posamezno, status in trenutno vlogo osebe. V ≠lanku analiziramo ko∏≠eni nakit iz zgodnjein srednje-neolitskih najdi∏≠ v Srbiji. Eksoti≠no poreklo ter delo in spretnosti, ki so bile vlo∫ene v njihovo izdelavo, so morda tem predmetom dali posebno vrednost, ali pa so k temu vsaj prispevali. Poseben pomen je gotovo imel njihov ∫ivalski izvor. Oblike predmetov so posredovale informacije o
statusu in/ali dru∫beni identiteti (pripadnost sorodstveni ali dru∫beni skupini itd.), njihova bela
barva pa je imela verjetno ve≠ kot le estetski pomen.
KEY WORDS – personal ornaments; osseous raw materials; technological choices; aesthetic choices;
Star≠evo-Körös-Cris culture

Introduction
The appearance of the human body has always been
used as a vehicle for display and for presentation.
The entire body and its decoration can be, was and
is, extensively used to show and negotiate different
identities, from assertive (individual) to emblematic
(group), from permanent or of long duration (such
as belonging to a class or kin group) to temporary
(e.g., the role of shaman, participant in a ritual, etc.).
Through the decoration, clothes, jewellery, makeup, but different messages can be transmitted also
through entire body posture and gesture, and the
endless number of combinations were used throughout prehistory up to modern times (e.g., Wright, Garrard 2002; d’Errico, Vanhaeren 2002; Taborin
2004; Yatsenko 2004; Thomas 2011 with references). Hair, for example, was used to express individual status (single, married, young mother, widow,
etc.), to signify strength and power, to denote ethDOI> 10.4312\dp.39.15

nic identity, even as a visible sign of punishment
(Firth 1973). Clothes are today used to display not
only social status or wealth, but also the current role
of the individual (e.g., uniforms for some occupations). Jewellery and other personal ornaments as
well as various types of body decoration (from tattoos to war paint – cf. Norman 2011.140–143) can
also be combined in an endless number of ways.
The first appearance of decorative beads is usually
perceived as a mark of modern human behaviour,
and although these items range widely in appearance, they are very important in human societies
and their use is deeply embedded in human behaviour (cf. Henshilwood et al. 2004; d’Errico 2007;
d’Errico et al. 2005; Álvarez Fernández, Jöris 2008;
Rigaud et al. 2009).
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A complete ‘set’ of decorations may, therefore, be perceived as a text and thus ‘read’
by decoding the messages embedded in
them. In the archaeological record, when
only the remains of decoration are available for study, this is of course a challenge
and it is even questionable whether any
answers may be obtained. As the theoretical framework for the comprehension of
the role and significance of personal ornaments I would suggest a contextual and
structuralist approach (sensu Hodder, Hutson 2003.156–205), i.e., the analysis of the
mode of use within a given society and the
analysis of position within the social structure and relations with other activities (see
also Braithwaite 1982), analogous to the
analysis of language (cf. Lévi-Strauss 1958).
Archaeological setting
Star≠evo culture, part of the large Star≠evoKörös-Cris culture complex, represents the
Early and Middle Neolithic in the central
and western Balkans and south Pannonian
plain. The study of Star≠evo culture began
almost one hundred years ago, when the
eponymous site at Star≠evo-Grad near Pan≠evo, near Belgrade, was excavated. The
first relative chronology was proposed af- Map 1. Star≠evo culture sites mentioned in the text: 1 Starter the pottery was found in enclosed units ≠evo. 2 Donja Branjevina. 3 ∞oka-Kremenjak. 4 Golokut-Viat the site (Aran∂elovi≤-Gara∏anin 1954; zi≤. 5 Ba∏tine-Obre∫. 6 Divostin. 7 Grivac. 8 Ani∏te-Bresnica.
for recent work on relative chronology, cf. 9 Drenovac. 10 Bubanj.
Tasi≤ 1997). The 14C dates obtained by the
facts is not high; they were usually not in situ, but
AMS method place it in the period from c. 6400 and
were found in secondary positions and they were
6200 calBC (the earliest dates are for Blagotin site:
probably discarded.
7480±55 BP (OxA–8608) and 7230±50 (OxA–8760)).
The dates for the Star≠evo sites range from 6975±
Methods of analysis
60 BP (OxA–8561) to 6480±55 BP (OxA–8560)
(Whittle et al. 2002.107–117).
Ornamental pieces fashioned from osseous raw materials were included among assemblages of objects
Today approximately 100 sites are known almost all
made from osseous materials (i.e., from animal
of which are settlements, since grave finds are extrehard tissue – bone, antler, teeth and mollusc shell),
mely rare (cf. Tasi≤ 1997 with references). Finds
which encompasses the entire range of artefacts
relating to the bone industry from approximately
from manufacture debris and minimally worked pie20 excavated sites have been collected and preserces to various tools with elaborated forms (Averved; approximately 12 of these also contained decobouh 2000.187).
rative items (Map 1) – Donja Branjevina, Golokut,
Star≠evo, Ba∏tine, ∞oka-Kremenjak in Vojvodina, DiThe objects were analysed in terms of technology
vostin, Grivac, Me∂ure≠, Drenovac in central Serbia,
(cf. Vitezovi≤ 2011b). This also entails the study of
Bubanj in eastern Serbia and Ani∏te-Bresnica in
material culture in its social and economic context
western (Vitezovi≤ 2009; 2011a; 2011c). As these
and the concept of technological choices – how and
are all finds from settlements the number of arte216
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raise a range of archaeological and anthropological questions (Schlanger 2005.18–
21).
Another analytical tool designed for the
analysis of bone industry, which may also
be applied to other raw materials, is ‘the
manufacturing continuum or the continuum of quality’ (Choyke 1997; 2001; Choyke, Schibler 2007), which examines worked osseous materials in terms of the effort
required for the manufacture of individual
objects. The manufacturing continuum reflects cultural attitudes to the objects themselves and attitudes to the tasks in which
Fig. 1. Pendants: globular pendant from Star≠evo; perforated Canidae canine from Drenovac; fragmented pendant they were used. Objects are aligned on an
from boar tusk from Drenovac; fragmented elongated ant- imaginary axis from minimally worked, ad
hoc, to elaborated pieces following these
ler pendant from Star≠evo.
criteria: (i) the regularity of choice of species and skeletal element used in their manufacwhy one society uses one and not some other techture; (ii) the number of stages used in their manunology and how technology is related to other social
facture; (iii) whether they have been worked; and
phenomena (see also Lemonnier 1992; 1993).
(iv) their exploitation index, which measures the
degree of working (the proportion of surface coveAn important element of this analysis is the reconred by manufacturing marks) relative to the degree
struction of the chaîne opératoire (operational
of use (the proportion of surface covered by use
chain), an analytical method proposed by André
wear, handling wear and degree of curation) (ChoyLeroi-Gourhan (1964; 1965; 1971) which requires
ke 2001.63).
the examination of how an artefact is made, used
and discarded, from raw material acquisition
Techniques may be classified as practical and prestithrough manufacturing techniques, final shaping,
gious (cf. Hayden 1998 with references; see also Vimode of use (which also includes possible caching
tezovi≤ 2011b). Practical technology corresponds to
of the object, breakages, repairs, etc.) to final its disthe general way that the term ‘technology’ is used
posal. A structure inheres in the making of things
in archaeology and anthropology – it is meant to
which is not only syntactic, but also paradigmatic,
solve practical problems of survival and basic comsince it also involves decision making. The concept
of chaîne opératoire, therefore, is not only a matter of reconstructing an algorithmic sequence for
the life of an object, but is instead a complex analysis of production processes within a single society,
which includes the question of choices that are
made. The focus is not only on material culture and
technological know-how, but also on individual and
social behaviour (cf. Leroi-Gourhan 1964; 1965;
1971; Vitezovi≤ 2011b).
The chaîne opératoire approach is a “theoretically
informed commitment to understanding the nature and role of technical activities in past human
societies” (Schlanger 2005.19). This method can
contribute to the study of material culture by helping to bridge the gap between the symbolic and the
quotidian, between production and consumption.
It can lead from the static remains recovered in the
present to dynamic processes in the past, and thus

Fig. 2. Beads: Dentalium beads from Star≠evo and
flat shell bead from Drenovac.
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fort. One of the underlying principles in practical
technology is to perform tasks satisfactorily in an efficient and effective way. For a given problem, the
criteria used in choosing between alternative technological solutions are how effective and how costly
each solution is (Hayden 1998.2).
The purpose of creating prestige artefacts, on the
other hand, is not to perform a practical task, but to
solve a social problem. They display wealth, success,
and power and are used for social tasks such as attracting mates, labour, and allies, or bonding members of social groups together via displays of success. Therefore, the logic and strategy governing the
creation of prestige artefacts are fundamentally different from the logic and strategy governing the creation of practical artefacts. Hayden (1998.11) also
suggested that the main goal of prestige technologies is to employ as much surplus labour as possible
to create objects that will appeal to others and attract people to the possessor of those objects out of
admiration for his or her economic, aesthetic, technical, or other skills (Hayden 1998).
Raw materials and manufacture
Although the first image that jewellery often evokes
is of precious stones and metals, the most common
raw materials used throughout prehistory as well as
in many historical societies were organic. Osseous
raw materials are almost the only organic raw materials that survived from the Neolithic and one must
assume that the personal ornaments encompassed
the full range of other artefacts made from leather,
hide, textile, wood, feathers, etc. (see also Pedersen
2004).
All available osseous raw materials were used for
producing personal ornaments – bone, antler, teeth
and mollusc shells. Bones and antler were also used
for other artefacts such as everyday tools and there
is no significant difference in the raw material choice,
although bones from large ungulates (such as Bos)
were somewhat preferred to those from smaller un-

Fig. 3. Bracelets: Spondylus bracelet from Star≠evo
and antler bracelet from Drenovac.

gulates. Bos bones, especially metapodials, were the
preferred choice for some artefact classes including
highly valued spoon-spatulas and some sub-types of
projectile point (the first were made in uniform ways
with large investments in skill and labour and were
in long-term use, often repaired–cf. Vitezovi≤ 2011a).
Teeth and mollusc shells, on the other hand, were
generally not used for any other artefact types (only
boar tusks were sometimes used for making scrapers). It is also important to note that bones for artefact production were generally obtained from domestic animals, while teeth were often taken from wild
species (such as various carnivores and red deer canines).
Mollusc shells included Spondylus and Dentalium
(Fig. 9); for some shell beads, however, it was not
possible to determine the species. Spondylus was an
exotic raw material obtained through trade or exchange and was widespread in prehistoric Europe
(cf. Willms 1985; Borrello 2004; Borrello, Micheli
2004; Séfériadès 2010; Ifantidis 2011). Dentalium
might have been obtained locally, although this has
not been confirmed (cf. Dimitrijevi≤ et al. 2010).
Although the choice of raw materials for decorative
items does not differ dramatically from the choice
for everyday tools, the materials are more desirable
and more valued osseous items (shells are of exotic
origin, teeth from game animals, and neither were
available every day and/or locally).

Fig. 4. Rings and discs from long bone segments, from Star≠evo, Golokut and Ba∏tine.
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rine shells were mainly imported as finished objects, although traces of repair (performed locally) may occasionally be observed.
Typology and site distribution

Fig. 5. Buckles in the form of an open bracelet, from Star≠evo, Ba∏tine and Golokut.

Bones and antler were transformed into decorative
items by using the same techniques as for producing tools – first, a blank was created by breaking,
cutting or chopping with stone and flint tools and
further shaped by cutting and scraping with retouched and unretouched flint scrapers and burins (cf.
Vitezovi≤ 2011a). However, the entire chaîne opératoire included additional stages, especially those
of finishing – burnishing and polishing with sandstone or other abrasive stone, fabric with sand added, etc. In short, raw materials commonly used for
tools were transformed into decorative items by
means of much more demanding techniques and
with the investment of more labour. This also confers or raises their value as the skills required to
make them may have been of intrinsic value (cf.
Sinclair 1995; 1998), which is a general characteristic of skills associated with prestigious technologies (cf. Hayden 1998).
In most cases, teeth were transformed into pendants
by the simple addition of perforations made with a
flint. The most difficult method to reconstruct is for
making shell items as they were highly polished, leaving almost no trace of manufacture. Except for Dentalium beads, which were obtained by simple cutting, other artefacts were produced through a long
sequence of cutting, scraping and polishing. The method for producing simple flat rounded beads may
be reconstructed on the basis of methods from other
cultures – a perforation was drilled through irregular pieces of shell obtained by cutting and breaking,
and then several beads were string and burnished
together with some abrasive stone (cf. Francis 1982;
Miller 1996; Ricou, Esnard 2000). The absence of
raw materials or manufacture debris suggest that ma-

The items were classified into types according to their general form. However, they
may have been used in different ways and
one type probably could have been worn in
multiple ways: pendants and beads could
have been parts of necklaces or bracelets,
but also sewn or attached to clothing, a
head- dress, etc. A further five types may be
noted, divided into sub-types and variants:
(1) pendants, (2) beads, (3) bracelets, (4)
rings and discs, and (5) buckles (Vitezovi≤

2011a).
❶ Pendants (Fig. 1) were made from teeth, antler
and bones. Several sub-types existed.
●

Globular pendants (Figs. 7–8) were made from
segments of large bones, probably large ungulate
long bones. They had globular bodies and perforations on the upper part made by drilling; both
were polished from use. One was found on Star≠evo and another on Divostin, no other examples
from the Star≠evo-Körös-Cris culture are known.

●

Tooth pendants (Fig. 6, left). Various teeth, usually carnivore or red deer canines, were transformed into pendants by the simple addition of a
perforation. One red deer canine was discovered
at Divostin, and at Star≠evo one tooth with an unfinished perforation was found. Fragmented pen-

Fig. 6. Pendants from Divostin, one from red deer
canine and an imitation in bone.
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dants made from boar tusks are known from Drenovac, as well as a single perforated Canidae
tooth. This sub-type occurs in the Palaeolithic and
they have had a wide geographical and chronological distribution (cf. Barge-Mahieu, Taborin
1991a; 1991b; d’Errico, Vanhaeren 2002; Taborin 2004).
●

●

Bone imitations of teeth pendants (Fig. 6, right).
Bone segments were sometimes cut to resemble
the shapes of teeth, most often imitating the droplike form of red deer canines. They also have a
perforation in the upper part and the surface is
well polished. At Divostin, one such copy was discovered along with a real red deer tooth pendant.

Fig. 7. Globular pendant from Divostin.

at Drenovac and several fragmented finds were
excavated at Divostin (Vitezovi≤ 2007; 2011c; McPherron et al. 1988). None is completely preserved, although their original shape may be reconstructed after finds from other areas. Traces of
manufacture are poorly visible; only polishing may
be observed on small portions of their surfaces.
One broken bracelet from Drenovac had a perforation, which perhaps suggests that it was repaired and modified after breakage.

Other pendants include various geometrical shapes cut from a long bone or antler cortex segments, burnished and polished, and then perforated.

❷ Beads (Fig. 2) were usually made from shells, although bone may also have been used. Several subtypes may also be noted.
●
●

Elongated Dentalium beads (Fig. 9, right). Dentalium shells were used unmodified or with the
ends simply cut. So far, they are known only from
Star≠evo, where three rather large pieces were
discovered (Vitezovi≤ 2011c).

●

B Flat rounded beads. Flat beads were made
from shell pieces, rarely bone. A hole was drilled
and the shell then ground into a sphere. Although
they must have been worn in bunches, settlement
finds are usually restricted to single pieces that
had probably been lost. They are known from Me∂ure≠ and Drenovac. These beads had a wide chronological and geographical distribution (e.g., Comsa 1973), and were also produced from other raw
materials, most often white stones (marble, limestone), which imitates the lustre and colour of
shell beads (several such beads were discovered
at Divostin – McPherron et al. 1988).

Antler bracelets (Fig. 3). One such bracelet was
discovered at Drenovac, made from the pearly segment of the base of a shed antler. Fine lines from
cutting with retouched flint tool are visible in the
inner part, and the polish on the outer surface
may be both natural and from use. Only one fragment is preserved, therefore its original form is
not clear. Similar bracelets, a total of eight, including one with an animal head at one end, were
found in Romania (Beldiman 2000).

❹ Rings and discs (Figs. 4, 10, 11). Miscellaneous circular bone pieces are usually simply classified as
‘rings’; however, only a few of them could have actually been worn on the finger as the bone is often
too thick. Therefore, this type comprises various
oval, circular or ellipsoid pieces having a large hole
in the centre; most of them probably served as applications attached to clothing. Their shapes vary ac-

❸ Bracelets (Fig. 3). Large circular artefacts are classified into bracelets. Judging from their size they
were fit to be worn as bracelets on the wrist or arm,
although they could also have been worn in other
ways. They were made from two raw materials,
Spondylus shells and antler.
●

Spondylus bracelets (Fig. 9, left). Three such bracelets were discovered at Star≠evo, another three
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cording to the raw material (larger
or smaller long bone) and the manufacturing technique – the diaphysis
of a long bone could have been transversally cut into segments of different thicknesses, or a segment from
the diaphysal wall cut into a certain
shape (oval, circular, roughly rectangular); a hole was added in the centre. All of them were also carefully
burnished and polished.

Fig. 9. Shell ornaments from Star≠evo: bracelet from
Spondylus and Dentalium bead.

Such pieces were found at several sites – Star≠evo,
Golokut, Ba∏tine, Grivac, Donja Branjevina, Bubanj –
all were made from bones, except for one specimen
from Star≠evo made from Spondylus shell (Vitezovi≤
2011a). These items are the most common decorative pieces; also, debris related to their manufacture
was discovered at several sites. Objects made in the
same fashion have been found at sites of the Körös
and Cris cultures (Makkay 1990.45; Beldiman 2007.
138) and similar artefacts have been encountered at
other Neolithic sites in Europe (e.g., Pascual Benito
1998.152–6; Stratouli 1998.Taf. 27/9, Taf. 32/4,5).
However, the second method of making these artefacts (with a large hole from which specific debris in
the form of a chip or token is left) is exclusive to the
Star≠evo-Körös-Cris culture (Figs. 15–16).
❺ Buckles (Fig. 5). Artefacts of various shapes and
sizes – presumably used as clasps of some kind, belt
buckles, or fasteners for clothes – are classified into
this type. Two sub-types can be identified.
●

Buckles in the form of an open bracelet (Figs. 5,
12). Most of the finds are from sites in Vojvodina:
5 pieces were discovered at Star≠evo and additional specimens were found at Donja Branjevina,
Golokut, Ba∏tine, and are also known from Grivac. They were all made from long bones of considerable size of large ungulates, probably Bos.
The bones were cut transversally in the same
manner as for ring production by making a groove with abrasive fibre and then by cutting the
bone with a flint tool; the segment of the bone
was part of the diaphysis closest to the epiphysis
(judging from its interior tissue), where the bone
has the largest diameter. All these objects have carefully shaped heads made by cutting and whittling with a flint tool, and all the surfaces were carefully polished with fine-grained stone.

●

The diameter of these objects varies from between
3 to 5cm; however, as they are all broken in the

Fig. 10. Discs from Grivac.

middle, their original shape is unknown, whether
they were in a shape of a semi-circle or almost full
circle. This breakage is probably due to use; these
particular artefacts may have been used as belt
buckles of some kind or clasps for clothing (e.g.,
for cloaks).
●

Although sometimes identified as fish hooks, the
thickness of the broken part does not support
such an interpretation, i.e., the broken part is too
thick to terminate in a sharp point and the preserved part differs from unbroken fish hooks. The
decorative purpose is also suggested by careful
burnishing and even polish from use. Similar artefacts, sometimes highly decorated, are known
from Near Eastern Neolithic sites (Çatal Hüyük,
Mellart 1963.Pl. XXVII; 1964.102), Greece (Stratouli 1998) and Hungary (Makkay 1990.40).

Fig. 11. Discs from
Golokut and Bubanj.
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●

Buckles in the form of buttons
with rounded head (Fig. 13). Only
two pieces were found, one at Star≠evo and the other at Golokut. The
object from Star≠evo was in the
form of a thin rod with a rounded
head. It was made from a piece cut
from a long bone, and has traces
of grinding and polishing. Intense
polish from use is visible on all surfaces, suggesting that piece was in
contact with soft materials such as Fig. 12. Buckles in the form of an open bracelet, from Ba∏tine, Grivac and Donja Branjevina.
textile or leather for a considerable time. It may have been used as some sort of
button or decorative needle. This polish is evenly
distributed on all surfaces, so the head could not
have been the working end of a tool, because the
quality and degree of polish does not stand out
from the rest of the object. Also the head is convex and therefore could not have been used as a
tool (it would have become flat from use). The specimen from Golokut is similar, although of smaller
dimensions and with less pronounced polish from
use. Items of this type also exist in Romania, at
Carcea-Viaduct (Beldiman 2007.Pl. 197).

In addition, some other, unique pieces probably served as buckles, clasps or appliqués. An elongated
piece, greatly worn from use, with a rounded head
and two ‘legs’ originates from Drenovac, while at
Ani∏te a single object in the form of a figure of ‘8’
(Fig. 14) was discovered (Vitezovi≤ 2011a). At ∞oka,
manufacture debris probably related to the shaping
of these ‘8’ artefacts was found (cf. Banner 1960).
Production, use and discard
The actual places, working areas or workshops where
decorative items were produced have not been identified at any sites. However, the presence of manufacture debris suggests that they were made at several sites: ∞oka, Star≠evo, Drenovac, Golokut (Figs.
15–16). The use of the same manufacturing techniques as for the other items in the bone inventory
suggest they were produced in the same place, and
therefore made locally, except for the Spondylus
pieces (although repair was done locally).
The use of all these objects was partly or entirely decorative; they were worn as jewellery or as clothing
pieces. All of them had use and display polish and
worn surfaces from use (cf. d’Errico 1993; Bonnardin 2008), even breakage due to use. Prolonged use
and the small number of specimens suggest that
222

Fig. 13. Buckle in the form of a button with rounded head, from Star≠evo.

these were valuable objects and most of them were
discarded only when they were beyond repair.
Discussion
In the choice of raw materials, cultural and aesthetic
preferences may be observed. Osseous materials, especially bones and teeth, derive symbolic value from
their animal origin (cf. also McGhee 1977; Bernabò
Brea et al. 2010). The preference for wild and carnivore teeth is especially conspicuous, as well as the
choice of Bos bones, which had symbolic significance in the Early and Middle Neolithic (cf. Vitezovi≤ 2010).
Shells often had great symbolic value and were considered as prestigious, luxurious raw materials (Siklósi 2004). Since the Palaeolithic, marine shells
have served as prestige goods for adornment and display, money and wealth, status markers and ritual

Fig. 14. Ornament
in the form of a figure 8 from Ani∏te.
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Fig. 15. Manufacture debris from
Star≠evo.

use, due to their shapes, colours, and the lustre of
their natural forms in almost every part of the world
(cf. Taborin 1993). They are often symbolically linked with water and the sea and their value increases
with distance from the coast (Trubitt 2003). Meanings probably changed significantly through time
and space; it is even not certain that all populations
that used marine shells were aware of their origins
or cared (Séfériadès 2010). However, their importance was constant; in this regard, the Early and Middle Neolithic finds of (unworked) shells in graves
should be mentioned (Velesnica, see Vasi≤ 2008).
The raw materials have two important common
traits – first, their origin was often from outside the
settlement (shed antlers, wild animals, imported or
collected shells); second, they are smooth, bright
and white. Smoothness and brightness was even increased by manufacture through burnishing and
polishing. The importance of colour in the choice of
raw material for decorative items has already been
observed elsewhere (e. g., Wright, Garrard 2002;
Thomas 2011), and the significance of white is underlined by copies in white stone (see above). White
is a fascinating, bright and shiny colour, and has a
wide range of symbolic meaning in different cultures, ranging from symbols for death to symbols of
the divine (Vollmar 2009).
The techniques used to produce them places all these
items at the peak of the manufacturing continuum
and also reveal that skill was valued. All their technological features make these items products of prestigious technologies – the choice of rare, more valuable and even exotic raw materials, the use of demanding manufacturing techniques and long use,
sometimes even repair.
Typologically, Star≠evo culture decorative items may
be divided into two main groups. One comprises pie-

Fig. 16. Manufacture debris from ∞oka Kremenjak.

ces with a large geographical and chronological distribution – perforated teeth, simple shell beads,
Spondylus bracelets. The other group consists of
types and sub-types whose distribution was restricted to the area of the Star≠evo-Körös-Cris culture –
rings and discs (made with a specific manufacturing
technique), buckles in the form of an open bracelet, antler bracelets, and spherical beads. In some,
Near Eastern influences are observable, but some
are specific to Star≠evo-Körös-Cris culture. Several
unique finds, such as the buckle with rounded head
and two ‘legs’ from Drenovac, may be representative of regional characteristics. The earliest examples
probably demonstrated wealth and prestige, while
the culture-specific items may be considered as items
displaying cultural and social identities. Traces of
personal identities, however, were not discerned in
this limited collection.
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